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CHAPTER I 
IN'I'RODUCTI ON 
The phenomenon or parent education is not a recent 
one. It had its formal beginning early in the 20th century 
with a group of college women who joined together to form 
what is today the Child Study Association of America. This 
and many other organizations direct parent groups, guiding 
young people towards an appreciation of the wonderful gi.ft 
of parenthood. Interest in parent education is growing 
steadily. The public is being oriented through many media, 
including popular magazine articles and newspaper editorials. 
,Doctors, recognizing parents olassea as an important part of 
. prenatal care are encouraging their patients to attend. Al• 
though no teacher or group can instruct these interested per• 
' sons to become good parents, we can hope to create in them 
an awareness of the great responsibilities parenthood in• 
cludes. In so doing, we indoctrinate in parents a family 
concept. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The writer developed an interest in parent education 
as a result of teaching parents classes. It was a wonderful 
experience to see the interest and enthusiasm of these young 
.parents-to-be. Being a parent, the writer appreciates the 
.. :f .. 
many individual needs and problema or these young people att• 
ending these classes. They represent to the instructor a 
great challenge. It was in evaluating how best to meet this 
challenge, that interest in this study originated. 
Parents reactions to a structured type series will be 
compared to those ot a semi-structured series in order to eval-
uate which type most adequately meets individual needs. It is 
thus the purpose of this study to establish that the method 
by which classes are conducted will effect their outcome. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Parent Education !a becoming an increasingly import-
ant part of our civilization. Much has been written recently 
concerning the method by which these classes are being con-
ducted. In addition, since it has been established that 
parents classes are now considered to be an important part of 
•
1 prenatal care, it is important that the material presented as 
,, well as the method of presentation be evaluated. 
Previously, the classes with which the writer was 
familiar had been conducted in a structured manner. Having 
observed such a series and also having taught one, it was 
observed that much ot the material presented was superfluous, 
not suited to the particular group and could have been read 
with much the same effect. There was very little discussion 
.or exchange of ideas although many of the members of the 
• groups could have contributed greatly due to their educational 
i 
2 
background. Drop-outs in these groups were high and attendance 
by husband was observed to be irregular. 
Although most of the literature refers to parents 
classes as being either structured or non-structured, the 
1 
writer feels aa does Erik Erickson , that group discussions 
should be conducted by experts. Hence, the choice of a semi• 
structured group tor this study, incorporating discussions as 
much as possible, without losing direction entirely. 
This study will be confined to the particulars with• 
in one agency. The Boston Chapter of the American Red Cross 
sponsors the parents classes concerned within this study. The 
classes are given twice a week tor three weeks, totaling 120 
hours. All members ot the groups were expecting their first 
child. Both mothers and fathers attended regularly. The 
groups were fairly homogenioua, having similar educational 
background. Many ot the parents were professional people, 
including doctors, lawyers, biologists, chemists, astronomers, 
sociologists and psychologists. 
This study is designed to establish whether the 
parents attending the series benefited more from lecture or 
discussion, what their reactions were to the various aspects 
Erik Erickson, Childhood and Society (New Yorkl w.w. 
Norton and company, Inc., 1956), P• 331 
ot the classes and their suggestions regarding the class con• 
tent. Through the use of the questionnaire, an attempt will 
be made to ascertain individual needs within the group: how• 
. ever, this is most difficult to measure. Since many women who 
answered the questionnaire had already delivered their child, 
there was no measure of one persons opinions before and after 
delivery. The series ot classes to be investigated consist• 
ed of two structured and three non-structured sessions taught 
by the writer. A possible limitation of the study might be 
the parents reluctance to express negative feelings about the 
classes. 
Although thirty questionnaires were sent out, the 
returns to this request were rather small. Fifteen returns 
were received within the time period required tor the study. 
on the basis ot this sample, generalizations cannot be made. 
The unpredictability of delivery made it impossible 
for the parents to be interviewed following delivery. 
PREVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
The questionnaire was selected as the tool to collect 
data for this study. A group of (15) fifteen parents who had 
attended a structured type series and a group of fifteen who 
had attended a semi-structured series were given the quest• 
ionnaire. The same questionnaire was given both groups. A 
section of the questionnaire was allowed tor those who had 
already delivered to express their reactions to confinement, 
4 
their first few days at home and the effect their preparation 
in class had upon these experiences, if any .• 
SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATION 
The statement and basis of the hypotheses will be dis• 
cussed in Chapter II, in addition to the review of literature 
pertinent to the problem. Selection and description of the 
sample, detailed description of the tool used to collect the 
data and how the tool was used is included in Chapter III· 
The results and findings of this study are found in Chapter IV. 
· The final chapter, v, contains the summary, conclusions and 
recommendations tor future study. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
PARENTS CLASSES • in this study refers to those classes which 
are of'.fered to both husband and wi.fe who are expecting a child. 
:: STRUCTURED SERIES - that type at series in which the instruct• 
or lectures to the group according to a predetermined plan or 
'i schedule using some demonstrations, limited use of visual aids 
and .follows each lecture period by a brief question period. 
SEMI•STRUCTURED SERIES - that type of series in which the in• 
structor first determines the parents interests and needs and 
designs the discussions around these needs. Pertinent informa• 
tion is introduced, films are used to initiate discussions 
much time is spent in exchange of ideas among parents. 
5 
,. 
CHAPTER II 
. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Expectant parent education has undergone many changes 
since its beginning in the early part of this century. The 
change is observed in many magazine articles, books, and pam-
phlets which are designed to prepare young adults for parent• 
hood. No longer is the emphasis merely on learning the facts 
about the phys1ologJ or the pregnancy, growth of the feotua, 
the course of labor and details of delivery and the post• 
partum period, it is now recognized that factual knowledge 
alone is not enough. 
Aline B. Auerbach, director of the parent group educ• 
ation department of the Child study Association of America 
states: "The emotional aspect of the experience for both 
1
; parents must be recognized, understood and put into pers• 
:; pective." 1 
The method by which these classes are being taught is 
an important considsration. Some ot these classes are taught 
1 
Aline s. Auerbach, "Having a baby-the Emotional Aspects 
of Pregnancy," Child Studz, (Fall, 1959) 
6 
according to a pre-planned schedule of topics. This represents 
the traditional, lecture type method. Another method, the dis-
cussion type, which is developed around the particular group 
concerned, seems to be popular with the Child study Associa• 
tion. 
Group members are free to express their needs 
spontaneously, thus opening the way for discussion 
that is closely and flexibly related to their 
primary concerns. The information that they seek, 
they acquire through the interchange from one 
member to another, supplemented by the leader from 
her professional knowledge, as necessary. It is 
the leaders responsibility to direct the discussion 
so that it becomes meaningful in relation to the 
readiness of the group: at the same time she had the 
responsibility to open up such essential areas as 
may not have been introduced by the members them-
selves, to give th~m an opportunity to explore 
them if the,- wish. 
Hilde Bruch a~pports the structured type classes in his 
statement "modern parent education is characterized by the 
experts pointing out in great detail all the mistakes parents 
· have made and can possibly make b7 substituting 'scientific 
knowledge' for the tradition of the 'good old Days.•"' 
Prenatal education generally seems to have been effect• 
ive, regardless of the method ot presentation. Much ot the 
2 
Aline B. Auerbach, "New Approaches to Work with Expectant 
Parent Groups" 1 American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 47 
3 
Hilde Bruch, "Parent Aducation or the Illusion of Omnipo-
tence,ft American Journal of orthopazchiatrz, Vol. 24 
(October, 1954), P• 72;. 
7 
1 literature refers only to the effectiveness of parents classes 
without reference as to how the olasles were conducted thus 
oomparision is difficult. The writer has observed that the 
disouaaion type group seemed to be the moat effective means to 
l conduct a series where the membera have a broad educational 
background. A stereotype group of lectures containing mater• 
· ial which was already quite familiar to the group, was found 
to be boring to many of the members. Although it is advoca-
:: ted that a question and answer session follow a structured 
lecture class, it was observed that the parents asked ques-
·. tiona pertinent to material previously discussed but did not 
introduce questions particular to their own needs. Parents are 
reluctant to bring up personal matters, such as particular 
: fears or problema and need time to evaluate the leader and 
·class before lending themselves to discussion. Thus it is 
:; 
:i the responsibility of the leader to provide an atmosphere 
i! 
II which is conducive to interaction. This environment might in• j,! 
~ : 
•. elude an adequate well ventilated room, w1 th one or two large 
1: tables and enough comfortable chairs to seat the group. It 
would perhaps be well to remove all symbols of leadership, such 
' as podiums, platforms, gavels, special chairmen's chair, 
teacher's desks and lecterns. 
There has always been the question "Who is best qual1• 
. tied to teach Expectant Classes"? Most of the references in 
:: the literature present nurses as class leaders. However, many 
! feel that parents classes should assume a wider scope and 
a 
~ · that disciplines other than the medical and nursing profess-
. ions should pa~tioipate in their presentation. Thoms says, 
" the psychiatrist, the psychologist, the marriage counselor, 
the social worker all have deep interests here." He continues 
his article with suggestions for such an enriched parenthood 
course.4 A medical resident who attended one or the series or 
' this study suggested that this was a field which should be 
taught by obstetricians and pediatritions only. I~ was beyond 
the scope of nursing. The investigator feels that nurses who 
have had a broad background in pediatrics and obstetrics are 
quite capable or teaching parents classes. It is most help• 
ful if the nurse, leader is also a mother. The writer round 
. this to be her greatest asset in teaching parents classes. 
H 
4 
Auerbach cites some or the advantages or nurse teacherss 
As a professional group nurses bring to this work 
certain assets and certain limitations, as all pro-
fessional groups do. Their aasets seem to be: 
Through knowledge at certain phases in individual 
growth and family needs, with special stress on 
the physical side in h.ealth anti illness, sympathy 
tor the needs of children and, to a lesser degree, 
sympathy for parents& close contact with families 
in communities: knowledge ot community resources 
for personal and health services: some familiarity 
on the part of certain nurses with broad concepts 
of group diacuasiona ••• , a conscientious and res• 
ponsible attitude toward tbe acquisition of new 
skills and toward their use of themselves in a 
Herbert Thoms, "Implementation of a Preparation-for 
Parenthood Prog~am," Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vol •. XI, 
No.5', (May 195~), PP • 593-$95 • 
9 
- -ctllttrt.pl1ne4, prof'es"s!onal ways and acceptance of 
supervision, including being observed in action,. 
Their limitations seem to be: lack of sufficient 
understanding ot' the psychological and emotional 
factors in childgrowth and development and in 
family relations: insufficient knowledge ot the 
dynamics or behavior, individually and in groups: 
limited diagnostic awareness or pathology in 
child behavior and parental attitudes: little 
familiarity with cultural variations in child 
care attitudes and pract1cea.) 
Many obstetricians are including group discussions in 
their private practice. Hurvitz and Berko report on a con• 
tinuoua type of group counseling of expectant mothers which is 
designed to meet the needs ot parents in an informal atmos• 
,\phere of group discussions x-ather than in the more .formalized 
class surroundings • The groups are led by a sooial worker 
(Hurvitz) and an obstetrician (Berko). They report, "We work 
n on the assumption that our group members are normal women and 
that pregnancy and childbirth are normal events for them, and 
•lthough some women may show psychologic problema, our pur• 
;pose is to achieve more positive attitudes rather than charac-
tel' changes." 6 
Anothel' Obstetl'ician, Lloyd. H· Millet' describea in some 
~etail a parent sel'ies he cal'l'ied on with his private patients 
5 
Aline B. Auerbach, "Public Health and Nursing Education" 
4merican Journal of Public Health, Vol. 45,(Deeember 1955) 
PP• 1578-1588 
6 
Nathan Hurvitz, Ph.D. and Richard P Berko, M.D., "Group 
qounseling in Private Obstetric Practice," Obstetl'ios and 
~l!lecolosz• (Decembel' 1960) PP• 724-729 
10 
over a four year period. He aayss 
Four two-hour classes are given by tb.e nurse. 
Anatomy, physiology, development of the baby, 
labor and delivery are the subJects discussed. 
Exercises are demonstrated by the nurse, then 
in turn are done by each of the patients and 
corrected by the nurse ••• 
We try to limit the number of patients in each 
class to 12 or less, so as to give individual 
help and instruction as needed, Besides the 
classes we have two lectures tor the mothers 
and fathers together. The one is given by my 
partner, a pediatrician, on postnatal care of 
the baby, The other is given by the author on 
prenatal care, labor, and delivery, The Ped• 
iatric lecture is accompanied by a film "room• 
1ng in" made in our local hospital. 
The prenatal care lectures includes a f'ilm on 
the exercise, views of the labor and delivery 
rooms, identification of the baby and four 
deliveries (not shown from below,) This film 
was made locally by the author ••• parents are 
encouraged to aak questions at these lectures. 
("'. From the 2140 patients Dr. Miller taught in his program he 
'; reported significant statistics. Some of these were de• 
crease in the length of labor, fewer forcep deliveries, and 
less medication. Complications both tor mothe~s and infants 
he states, we~e substantially reduoed.7 
The ahove describes a structured aeries including exerci-
ses tor childbirth. These exercises, although of great int• 
ereat to mothers, are not usually included in parents classes, 
but rather are lett to those prepa~1ng tor natural childbirth. 
7 
Lloyd H. Miller, "Prenatal Training in Private Practice," 
·Obstetrics and Gmecologz, Vol VIII, No. 4, (Octo'ber 1956,) 
PP• 59; • 595 
11 
fl" . This is an area which !a helpful to all women who will w1 tness 
' 
• the diacomtort of labor and it seems to the author they should 
be an essential part of all prenatal education programs. These 
· exercises are helpful to those who plan to receive medication 
• during labor as well as those mothers who will experience 
natural childbirth. 
Although tbe effectiveness of parent education is seldom 
questioned it is conceivable that neither the structured nor 
the discussion type series is applicable to all situations. 
· Same authors doubt the effectiveness of any type of parent 
education. Brim states that "parent education can be justified 
only on the grounds that it will leave some effect on the be-
havior and belief of an individual striving to fulfill his role 
' as a parent." He further states that "education appeals to the 
conscious and rational elements of the individual, supplying 
I• li him with elements of conscious and rational problem•solving 
(j 
skills that better equip him to make decisions." 
Statement and Basis of the Hzpothesia 
The investigator has taught several series of parent ed• 
ucation classes to a group of parents who have a vast educa• 
tional background. The classes as they had previously been 
· structured did not seem to meet the needs ot a group such as 
this. Parents from such varied disciplines have a great deal 
:i 
' li 8 
:1 Orville G· Brim, "The Sources ot Parent Behavior, n 
! Children, (November, December 195tl) P• 216 
,, 
ji 
12 
to otter one another 1n the way of professional advise and pars• 
.onal experiences. Thus, it was felt that a d.iscussion group 
;would best serve this purpose. Since one of the most common 
comments of all parents who participate in any type of series 
,is that they enjoy talking to others who have the same problem, 
,it would seem that it is the responaibili ty of the leader of 
'parent groups to create an atmosphere which is most oonduoi ve 
.to such interactive situation. 
The hypothesis of this study are as follows a 
(1) The method by which parent education classes are taught 
will effect their outcome. 
(2) Much ot the material taught in the structured seriea ia 
superfluous. 
f" ( 3) D1soWJs1on brings out most of the important information, 
with regard to personal needs. 
:(4) Parents will find it easier to express their feelings in 
.,an informal atmosphere. 
CHAPTER III 
Settin6 
The Metropolitan Boston Chapter of the American Red Cross 
has been sponsoring expectant parents classes in this area 
since 1945• Classes are conducted throughout the year, led by 
registered nurses who are employed by or have volunteered 
services to, the Red Cross. Although classes are sometimes 
taught in "down•town'1 and suberbial shopping areas, the Chap• 
ter House and Beth Isreal Hospital are the principle facili-
ties utilized for this service. Classes are advertised in 
local newspapers, doctors offices and publicity brochures of 
the Red Cross. 
The classes referred to in this study were conducted at 
the Beth Isreal Hospital. Since it is a well accepted fact 
that the physical setting lends greatly to the effectiveness 
of any teaching situation, a description of these facilities 
seems warranted at this ttme. Classes were conducted in Sher-
: man Auditorium, This is a large 500 capacity aud1 torium with 
a graduated seating arrangement. Classes were directed from a 
· rostrum in front of a parent group which were dispersed ir• 
regularly throughout the first 10 rows. It is felt that this 
was an impediment to non-directive teaching. Discussions 
· groups were difficult to initiate in such a meeting. 
The following includes the purposes of each class session 
as proposed by the Red Cross Teaching Manual and what was ac-
tually taught in the structured series and discussed in the 
!i non•directed series. Classes were held twice a week, on Tues• 
, day- and Thursday evening, tor three weeks. The minimum en-
!: 
,! rollment of the classes considered in this study was 18 parents • 
:Most of the series were attended b7 20 parents, with a maxi• 
mu:m or 22, 
Lesson I•Betore the Baby Comes 
ots 
This lesson is designed to increase the understanding 
1. The female and male organs designed for parenthood. 
2. How the baby grows and develops within the mother's 
body. 
3• Some of the needs of the expectant mother and 
father during the maternity period and ways or 
coping with them.l 
Following introductions, this class was mostly de• 
'i dicated to the Anatomy and Physiology of the Reproductive 
System, growth of the baby before birth, signs and symptoms ot 
pregnancy, prenatal care and complications of pregnancy. The 
2 
. birth atlas was uaed for purpose of demonstration. The 
writer found this class verr boring to teach and observed 
1. 
Maternity Center Association, Birth Atlas, fourth 
ad.ition, 1958 
2. 
.. American National Red Cross, Mother and Baby Care a 
li Instructor's Guide, ARC 16331 December 1955· 
15 
boredom by the parents as well. Considering that most of the 
,class had had a course in Anatomy and Physiology, and for some 
. a course far more advanced than the instructor, this is not un-
realistic. Women who were in their last trimester of pregnancy 
· were not concerned with discomforts since most of these had 
passed and were controlled with careful supervision of the 
, private obstetricians. A film on "Prenatal Oare" was used to 
· place of this lecture which covered all phases of the prenatal 
period including demonstrations of good body mechanics during 
;, various situations of pregnancr. '!'his film held the interest 
of the class and led to stimulating discussions. The film was 
' preceded by an introduction of the instructor to the group with 
,: a brief discussion of the current scope of parent education. 
During this talk, the instructor introduced many topics which 
could be discussed in future meetings and she also investigated 
the groups interest in these and other phases of pregnancy and 
child care • 
• Lesson II•The Mother's Nutritional Needs and the Mother's and 
mibyis Supplies 
This lesson is designed to help students understands 
1. The nutritional needs of the expectant mother 
and the nursing mother. 
2. The supplies to assemble for the mother and the 
baby.3 
Many references in the teaching manual are centered 
·around the adaptation of the "family diet" to that of pregnancy. 
Ibid. P• 29 
16 
Since all class members were parents expecting their first 
child, this modi~ication was not necessary. In addition, most 
obstetricians currently place great emphasis on diet, thus their 
patients are very familiar with diet during pregnancy. Diet 
was discussed in relation to recent nutritional research in the 
semi-structured group. Most of this class period was spent in 
demonstrating and discussing babyta clothing and layette. 
Parents exchanged ideas and information about where to buy baby 
things most 1nexpena1 vely in desired qual1 ty. Popular brands 
ot infant supplies were discussed and compared. 
Lesson III-The Babi is Born 
In thisesson tne long•awaited event occurs, the 
baby is born. Discussion will concerns 
1. Signa of approaching labor. 
2. What occurs during labor and birth. 
3• What immediate care is necessary tor the mother 
and the new baby. 
4• Same or the causes or premat~4 birth and the important provisions for care. 
The sequence of the above purposes is fairly closely followed, 
except for the replacement o~ the film "A Normal Birth" tor the 
lecture on labor and delivery in the semi-structured series. 
However due to the importance and interest in this topic two 
class sessions may be dedicated to labor and delivery. It has 
been stated in resea~ch literature that much of the effective-
17 
~ ness of parents classes is being determined by the length and 
oharacter of the labors of mothers who have attended such 
olaasea. Thus, the instructor feels a special responsibility 
to be assured that the students of the aeries in this study be 
••ll prepared in all aapecta ot labor and delivery. 
tesson IV•The New Babz 
This lesson helps the students understands 
1. How to meet the event of homecoming successfully. 
2. How to 8athe, hold, and dress the young infant.5 
Discussion of the new baby1 his place in the family, 
his activities, and his physical and emotional needs are gen-
~rally topics for discussion during this lesson. This class ia 
directly preceded in the semi•atructured series with a tour of 
the newborn nursery at Beth Isreal Hospital. In addition, most 
I bf the discussion was directed toward the emotional aspect of 
the newborn within the family, with physical care deterred to 
.!the following lesson, 
;Leason V•Dailz care of the New Babz 
In this lesson the students learn, through guided 
practice, how to bathe, dr .. a, and hold a baby.6 
!bere was little difference in the structured and 
semi-structured aeries- other than the latter discussed, pre-
vious to demonstration, what the parents already knew about 
5 
Ibid, P• 64 
6 
Ibid, P• .. ti;. 
18 
daily care procedures and placed more emphasis on scientirio 
principles and the "why" things were done as they were, for• 
mula feeding versus breast feeding was discussed in this 
lesson, with demonstration or the various methods of formula 
preparation. Parents were given an opportunity to return all 
demonstrations if they felt it necessary. They were not urged 
te do thia, rather it was lett to their own choice. 
Lesson VI-The Baby's First Year 
This lesson helps the stud.ents understand a 
1. How the l•year-old. gl"OWI and develops and how 
parents can help in the process. 
2. Some ot the illnesses and accidents tba t may occur 
during the first year and ways or dealing with or 
preventing them.7 
Growth and Development is the main consideration 
, of this lesson. A film, "Preface to Life" was used at the be-
ginning of this class to initiate discussion. The film related 
the result of parent attitudes and their outcome an the emo-
tional development o.f the child. Most ot the physical develop• 
ment discussion was introduced by the instructor relating ex• 
periencea or her own children•• first year. 
In addition to the Birth Atlasb, flannelgraph, black• 
board and various charta, dolls, infant clothing. bath equip-
7 
Ibid, P• Cl8 
8 
Birth Atlas, loo. cit. 
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ment and formula preparation equipment were used throughout the 
'· series • 
,I 
Methodology 
It is the purpose of this study to compare two methods of 
teaching expectant parents classes in terms of which method 
most adequately meets the needs of a particular group. The 
writer is also interested in evaluating material presented in 
II terms of supplementing what the students already knows rather 
l! 
jl than repeating information which 1a already quite familiar to 
!~ the parents. 
n 
'! 
The questionnaire was selected as the tool by which to 
collect data tor this study. Because of the impersonal nature 
of the questionnaire. which was mailed to the parents tollow-
:i ing completion or the series, it was felt that responses 
would be more valid. A further consideration was that a great 
deal of specialized skill is needed to conduct a good inter-
ii view. 
~ l 
'!Prominent authorities on research statea 
;t 
••• Another advantage of questionnaires is that respondents 
may have greater confidence in their anonymity, and thus 
reel freer to express views they fear might be disapp-
roved ot or might get them into trouble. Although an 
interviewer may assure the respondent that he will not 
be identified in any way, the respondent may doubt his 
good faiths since, in most interviewing situations, the 
interviewer knows either the respondent's name or his 
address or other identifying information, it is always 
possible that he may include this infol'mation in the 
completed interview. If a questionnaire is presented 
as anonymous and there is no apparent identi.fying in• 
format.ion, the respondent may feel greater confidence 
that his replies will not(or cannot) be identified as 
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coming from him.9 
The complete questionnaire used in this study is found in 
the Appendix. Questions were designed to discern the follow• 
ing types of information: 
Parents Background-Educational Background of husband and 
wife, private or or clinic patient, hospital in which they will 
deliver and when, and how they heard about parents classes. 
Feelings about Parents Classes in General-Did they like 
parents classes, did classes meet their expectations, were 
classes long enough and opinions about how classes were con-
ducted. 
Value of Claases•Repetitous material, books parents had 
read, comments an Labor films, class perference, and inquiry 
as to information the parents received outside the class. 
Personal Feelings-about labor, delivery, and care of the 
baby. 
Delivery Experience, for those who had already delivered. 
The questionnaire was preceded by a lett~r directed to 
the parents explaining the nature of the stud.y, what infonna• 
tion was requested and areas the respondents were to consider 
before answering the questionnaire. This letter will be found 
9 
Claire Selltiz, Marie Jahoda, Morton, Deutsch, Stuart w. 
,Cook, Research Methods in Social Relational (Henry Hold and 
!Company, Inc., Apr!!, 1960) P• 240 ' 
,, 
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;:in Appendix also. 
!:SELEC'I'ION AND DESCRIPTION OF 8A1iPLE KNOWLEDGE OF BABY CARE 
~ ' 
15 couples were selected from the class developed through 
the structured series. 15 couples were selected from the class 
'role in the semi-structured series. The writer taugbt all ot 
these series. The following information was: 
Parents selected for this study met the following 
, cri teriaa 
1. Classes attended by both the husband and wife 
2. Complete series attended 
,. Similar socio-economic standing 
4. Similar educational background 
5• Expecting their first child 
6. Similar age group 
Parents were told during the aeries that a study was 
being initiated. They agreed that they would fill out a ques-
tionnaire when they received it by mail. Since the structured 
' series were taught in January and February the greatest number 
ot delivered mothers fell into this group. 
Thirty questionnaires were mailed to the groups in the 
: early part of May. Fifty percent were returned within the time 
. allowed. Due to the time limit on the completion of the study 
·, it was necessary to set this limit. Fifteen questionnaires 
were returned. Eight t'rom parents attending a structured 
series and Seven .from those attending a semi-structured series. 
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Professions represente4 in the husband sample include, 
a doctor, lawyer, sociologist, architect, technical writer, 
civil engineer, pharmacist, Doctor Qt Philosophy student at 
;Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Computer Engineero, 
Teacher, Psychologist, and 4 graduate students in various 
.·.fields. 
Professions represented in the wife sampling include, 
.five teachers, 2 medical secretaries, a socioligists, 1 re-
search chemist, 1 economist and 2 nurses, all of whom were 
college graduates. 
All of the mothers attending these aeries were in the 
,latter part of their second trimester or the first part ot the 
third trimester of pregnancy. 
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CHAPTER IV 
.. FINDINGS 
Data collected for this study will be discussed in six 
·areas: the parents background, .feelings about parents classes 
,in general: value of various aspects of class content: pers• 
,ional .feelings: delivery experience and baby care. 81milari• 
ties or differences in the semi-structured groups and the 
:struotUl'ttcl grol,lps will be noted tbl-oughout the analysis o.f 
!data. Where responses show a significant difference perti-
':nent to the problem, Group A will designate the Structured 
~ group and Group B will refer to the semi-structured group. 
PARENTS BACKGROUND 
As previously atated 1n Chapter III, the educational 
:!background of these parents is similar. One of the questions 
!asked in this portion of the questionnaire was 1 "Have you ever 
been responsisle tor the care of young children?" Husband? 
Wi!'e? In nine o.f the couples res.ponding, neither husband or 
~fe had previous experience with children: in three couples, 
both husband and wife had previous experience W1 th children: 
in two couples, the wife only had experience with children: 
and in one couple the husband only had experience with chil-
~ren. It is significant then, that these parents are mostly 
lJ,nfamiliar with child care. This will be discussed later, as 
response to a latter part of the questionnaire indicated that 
they wished more instruction in this area from parents classes. 
Some of the most popular literature read by respondents 
was: Dr. Spook's, ;Baby and Child Cares Eastman's Obstetrics, 
Eastman's, Expectant Motherhooda Guttmacher•s, Having a Babzs 
various books on natural childbirth: Gessell•s, Infant and 
Child in our Culture Todaz- Gessell•s, The Art of Being A 
Parents Aldrich's, Feeding our Old Fashioned Children: Erick-
son's, Childhood and Society: Stone and Church's, Childhood 
and Personal1tza Joesely 1s, Psychosocial Development of Chil• 
dren. Only one of the respondents reported reading no litera• 
-
" ture on child care or pregnancy. Most of the parents had read 
; ~ 
several or the above. 
Ten of the 15 mothers have or will deliver at Beth Isreal 
Hospital, three at the Richardson House, one at Norwood Hospi-
tal and one at st. Elizabeth's. All or the mothers are attend-
ed by private obstetricians. 
One or the questions in this section referred to how 
the parents heard about the series. The largest percent or 
parents were referred by friends who had previously attended 
a series: however, several were referred by their obstetrician 
and two had read in popular baby magazines that such classes 
were available. 
FEELINGS ABOUT PARENTS CLASSES IN GENERAL 
Questions in this section were designed to info~ the 
~ writer how the parents felt about the classes in general. 
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· Parents were asked: "Did 7ou enjoy parents classes", "Did you 
feel that the series was long enough", "What did you think 
parents classes would be like", and "Did the classes meet your 
expectations"? 
,i 
•: 
Some of the responses to these questions in Group A were: 
Yes, we enjoyed parents classes and felt that the series 
was long enough. We thought there would be more informal 
discussions with pertinent intormation about hospital ex• 
periencea, labor, delivery and more baby care. 
No. we did not think classes were long enough. A few more 
classes on child care would have helped. Material given 
was most helpful, however, classes were too formal. 
I'm sorry to say that we were disappointed in parents 
classes as we felt that much of the material presented 
was superfluous. Nutrition tor example, each doctor 
discusses with his own patients in detail his preferences. 
The balanced diet which we worked out in class was quite 
ditferent from many of his stipulations. 
Yes, we enjoyed parents classes and felt theY' were long 
enough. We expected they would be as they were except we 
visualized a different sea.ting arrangement: instead or 
the lecture type group (teacher in front and pupils be• 
hind) more or a group arranged in a circle with the teach-
er in a group and not apart. This might have promoted 
more interactions between students and between students 
and teacher. I personally would have liked more emphasis 
on breast feeding and on how to relax and maybe exercise 
after childbirth. 
Yea, we enJoyed parents classes. No, we reel they could 
have been longer. Classes were as we thought they would 
be only not explicit enough. 
Same of the responses to the same questions in Group B 
:"were as .follows 1 
· Yes we enjoyed parents classes. The length of the series 
was just right for us. We had a general idea of what to 
expect however, we were pleasantly surprised that they 
were oonduated on a satisfying intellectual level. 
,j ,, 
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Yea we enjoyed parents classes. We felt they were long 
enough and the content waa just as we expected. 
Yea, we enjoyed parents classes. They could have been 
longer. We expected they would be just as they were, 
discuasiona, films, demonstrations, etc. 
We certainly enjoyed parents classes, they were just right 
and ·met all our expectations. 
we enjoyed parents classes and felt that the length or 
time was sufficient to cover most information. To a large 
extent they were just as we expected them to be. 
Classes could have been longer, but we liked the discuss• 
iona just as they were. 
Yes, we enjoyed classes very much. We expected them to be 
just as the7 were, informative and covering quite a bit 
on each subject. 
It seems quite evident from the above and previous 
,1 responses that most parents enjoyed attending classes and were 
!J 
1/ 
H 
:! 
!j q 
satisfied with them generally. Only one response expressed 
actual dislike and criticism of the series, these parents be• 
:I 
:I longing to a structured aeries group,. 
d 
The principle object-
1: 
ions seemed to 'be method of presentation and superrluoua 
material. These are the same reasons the writer felt the claas 
method of presentation needed to he changed. It ia interest-
ing to note that the one most derogato17 return came froma 
doct~, or rather a medical resident. His particular object• 
ions to the classes were that he felt obstetricians and pedia• 
tricians should be teaching auoh classes. The writer feels 
sure that his opinion does not retlect the attitude ot moat 
;1 doctors toward nurse teachers. 
~ j 
·; PARTICULAR VALUE OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF CLASS CONTEXT 
ll 
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These questions were designed to investigate how 
parents felt about particular aspects of class content, What 
aspects we~e moat and least valuable, what class they pref-
, erred, hQW they felt about the film on labor and what part!• 
,cula:r instruction they ware receiving outside of class from 
their private doctors and .from readings. One or the questions 
in this group referred to what material the respondents felt 
they already had known previous to coming to parents classes, 
All of the respondents in group A, the structured ser!et.t, 
stated that they knew the anatomy and physiology and were 
familiar with the nutritional needs of pregnancy. A few of 
group B reported that they had seen one o~ the films shown, 
Since Group A did not see the film on labor and de-
, livery, the following are the responses of Group Be 
It interested me but surprised me at the same time(made 
me realize just how far away !":-om natural things western 
civilization has gone), but I am glad I saw it. },~y hua-
band and I think it would be well for all husbands and 
wives to see a film like this. 
Very helpful to me as I approached date of delivery. 
It was very informative, answered a lot of questions. 
I enjoyed the film, but it upset my husband. 
The film made me realize that this was my part(wife) and 
my husband would not be able to do it for me. 
We don't think it was necessary to show a film on nat-
ural childbirth because so very few women have their 
babies this way. 
Five of the replies stated that the film upset the husband. 
None of the wives admitted such a reaction. The writer had 
2ts 
~ :observed during the showing of the film that the husbands were 
:visibly upset. They did not express their feelings in the dis• 
cussions that followed the film ehowing. It could be assumed 
.that they perhaps felt such an admission would upset their 
.:wives. The writer would have liked to separate husbands and 
:wives during this discussion, for it is felt that both parties 
:would apeak more freely about their feelings in such a si tua-
~tion. This was impoesibla however, due to the size of the 
TABLE I 
CLASS PREFERRED BY PARENTS OF GROUPS A 
AND GROUP B 
Group Group 
A B 
I 
Introduction, anatomy 
and physiology & dis• l 
~comtorts of preg. 
' 
Baby's Layette l 2 
.Nutriton 
Labor .t'llms & 
Discussions 6 
,Labor & Delivery 4 
:aaby 1 s Daily Care l 
Baby's First Year 
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Total 
l 
3 
-
6 
-
4 
1 
!! 
., 
.. 
i 
The above chart designates what class the parents prefer. 
These are the responses of husband and wife regarding what 
they felt to be of the most useful and the loast useful 
materials. 
A• 
B. 
c. 
H. Enjoyed the film because it helped me understand 
what my wife would soon be going through. Also 
enjoyed open discussions in all aeries. 
w. I enjoyed hearing questions, worries etc. of 
other couples in our predioament(misery loves 
company). It does help to know that other 
people are having the same experiences and 
that we are not alone. The open discussions 
about labor and delivery were most helpful 
to me in this respect. 
Least enjoyable was perhaps the baby's bath 
because of the particular method of presentation. 
H. Development of baby during first year. 
w. Film on labor was most revealing and educational 
taking away apprehensions of delivery. 
Least enjoyable was perhaps review of material 
already familiar, i.e. Introduction, anatomy, etc. 
H. Labor and delivery and as below. 
w. Discussions of labor and delivery, baby care with 
demonstrations, eto. Also layette information. 
Least necessary--introduction for the whole first 
meeting was familiar material. 
n. H. The more detailed descriptions of growth of the 
fetus as well as the paysiolog1cal occurencea 
during pregnancy and labor. 
w. I felt that the class on labor was done except• 
1onally well by a person who had first hand 
contact with the material she was presenting. 
E. H. Not only did I enjoy all the classes, I got a 
lot out of them. 
w. The tree disouaa1ons 1 wb&re people discussed some 
of their tears was the most valuable asset of all 
classes. However, I think that if the husbands 
were not allowed to see the film on delivery 
the mothers would have had a more open discussion. 
F. H• I enjoyed mostly the second film on childbirth. 
Also your rinal lecture with a close round table 
discussion group was very interesting. I a.m 
very glad to have been able to attend your entire 
series. I think every young couple should be 
part or such a series. 
w. I enjoyed most of the'lesson during which we dis-
cussed labor pains and the procedure in the hos• 
pital and selecting a pediatrician as this is all 
very strange to new parents and knowing what to 
do about a pediatrician and what takes place 
in the hospital takes away a lot of the fears 
one may have regarding a totally new experience. 
G. H• Demonstration ot anesthesia and other aspects of 
labor and delivery were moat interesting. 
w. I enjoyed the bath demonstration the most. 
H. H. Liked the films and labor discussions the t1eat. 
Also informality of all classes. 
w. Liked having classes with others in the same 
'tboat", information of labor and delivery, and 
what to buy tor the layette most helpful. 
I. H• I enjoyed the anatomy and paysiology aspects the 
most and the film the leaat. 
w. I enjoyed the disoussiona, films and demonstrations 
the moat. Tne least appealing were the Baby's 
layette and nutrition. 
J. H. I felt that all of the series was well worth 
attending. 
w. I enjoyed the least the aspects with which I was 
already tam1l1ar•1.e. Anatomy, discomforts of 
pregnancy, nutrition and conversely, labor 
and delivery and baby care I found the most 
interesting. 
From these responses it could be concluded that labor 
and delivery lecturea, films and discussions were the most 
popular and helpful aspects of the series. Many mentioned 
, the informality as being an asset. During the last lesson of 
the last semi-structured series the group was asked to 
, assemble around a table for an informal discussion. This 
: seemd to be the most valuable and enjoyable class of the series. 
'l 
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Obviously, from the responses the parents who attended this 
·class enjoyed it also. Surprising, was the response of two 
respondents that they enjoyed the anatomy and physiology 
lectures, since this lecture was a dissatisfaction of many. 
Responding to another section of the questionnaire, 12 res-
pondents reported having previous classes in anatomy and phy• 
'Siology, 13 were receiving instruction regarding diet from 
,their obstetricians and 14 were very familiar with the usual 
course of pregnanoy,including the discomforts and their treat• 
,ment. This seems to account for the dissatisfaction w1 th 
,repetitous material 1n the series. 
LABOR AND DELIVERY 
Fi.e of the fifteen mothers concerned with this 
series have not yet delivered. All of these mothers attended 
the semi-structured series, thua saw the films on labor and 
delivery and were involved in several discussions on the same 
topics. In response to, "Do you think you will become appl'&• 
hens! ve when labor begins"? "Are you afraid of labor"? "Have 
your feelings about labor and birth changed after attending 
classes"?••they answeredt 
I am very eager tor labor to being, however I do not 
look forward to it as auoh. It's just that enough is 
enough, and I want my baby. I imagine that I will 
feel a bit apprehensive when labor begins, but I can't 
say for sure. No one wants pain in any for.m and any• 
thing new creates anxiety. 
I am not afraid of labor. I am very curious as to how 
I will react to labor. I hope I will be brave, but I 
have never been a heroine so who knows? I have full 
confidence in my doctor. What I do fear is being alone 
\ 
in the hospital. I would like to have my husband with me. 
I think that the classes put me more at ease about 
everything. r reel my .feelings have changed during 
the entire coura• ot my pregnanay. 
I think from the films and discussion about la~or and 
d$llvery I'll know more or less, what to expect,even 
though in eaoh case the length and duration differ. 
I am not really afraid or labor, I think I'll know 
what to expect. 
I think I'll be somewhat apprehensive when labor begins. 
I'm a cowaN and find it diff'i011lt to take the slight-
est bit of pain or discomfort. I shall be very eon-
~erned about delivering a normal child. I didn't 
have any idea what to expect before classes, now I 
feel I have leas fear. 
r will be apprehensive when labor begins because it is 
the beginning of the result of 9 months of antioipa• 
tion and preparation and praying the baby and I will 
come out alright. I am not too afraid of labor it• 
self, as I know that I will have sedation. 
I am less apprehensive since attending classes because 
I feel that one is leas frightened when they are 
dealing with something that is somewhat familiar. 
Yes, I will be apprehensive when labor begins. Just 
hope everything goes well, baby healthy, husband 
eats well, etc. I'm not too frightened or pain 
since I have faith in modern drugs. From classes 
I feel I know more of what is expected of me. 
The similarities in these responses are quite ob• 
vious. Three of the mothers expressed fear of the baby not be• 
ing healthy. At several times during the series, women appr-
oached the writer with questions in this area. They obvious-
ly found it difficult to talk about this fear in class, al• 
though almost all expectant mothers witness it. Knowing that 
they would receive medication seemed to be the most popular 
reply as to why they were not really afraid of labor pains. All 
ot the respondents replied that classes supported them in 
this area. 
:DELIVERY EXPERIENCES 
Ten of the mothers responding to the questionnaire 
have del1vere4 their babies. All had normal labors except 
.. one who waa delivered by emergency Ceasarean Section. The 
:: acootmts ot their labors are aa follows: 
' 
My stay in the hospital before delivery was brief, 
coming in at 11, delivering at i.n20. My husband 
was with me until 1, and the doctor anticipated 
my delivery in another hour. complicating this 
and delaying this tor 3 hours was a posterior 
head presentation. I received no medication 
until 1, and was awake in the deli very room. My 
doctor was with me all the tim.e, and I credit 
his attendance to a quick recovery and no dis• 
turbing attereftecta. I wish class could have 
covered types of breathing and exercise which 
would be helpful during labor although we knew 
this was not the purpose ot parents classes. 
Very mild cramps-in waves-started about 12 mid• 
night and continued throughout morning rather 
intermittenly until about 5t00 A.M., became 
more regular and timing about every 1 minutes 
(still very mild). called doctor atter timing 
them for about an hour, he told me to go to the 
hospital. Drove to the hospital with husband 
very leisurely. Stayed in labor room all morn-
ing, w1 th no medieation. I was prepared for 
delivery, medication given about 3 p.m. when 
the nurae told the doctor I waa three fingers 
dilatecl( or something) • Woke up l2 midn1te that 
nite••had delivere4 baby hoy--missed whole atta1r, 
never saw delivery room nor corridor leading to 
it. Wonderful 11 Nurses very nice, meals ex• 
cellenti, &aiy nursed well during whole stay ot 
6 days. Whole attair, except for soreness veey 
exciting and pleasant. 
Rather unusual in my case. Baby was 3 weeks 
late and showed all true signa of post matur-
ity. Therefore I was scheduled for elective 
ceasarean Section but was induced instead. 
Had no true labor, but was on pitocin drip 
tor 12 hours with 2 minute contractions last• 
ing 45 to 50 seconds entire time. When the 
pit was stopped contractions stopped also. Nurse 
or private ph7sioian was with me constantly. Very 
little medication, spinal anesthesia and was awake 
most of the time during the birth. Loved being 
awake and preferred it that way, would do so a-
gain. Baby weighed 7 lbs 9 oz. and was 21" long, 
the dooto.r teels that the baby was much larger 
but lost weight, Pediatrician agreed. Knew what 
to expect as I was working in tbe obstetrical 
un1 t up until the 7th month ot pregnane,-. En• 
joyed hospital stay. 
Labor contractions started at three minute inter-
vals around 8 in the morning and I arrived at 
the hospital around 12 noon. During this time I 
was uncomfortable, but not in extreme pain. My 
huaband was with me trom 12 on timing the oon• 
tractions etc., which continued about two to three 
minutes apart and lasted tor a minute until 7 
that evening. I had no medication during this 
time and felt that it was not necessary, per• 
haps the reason tor this was that I was with my 
husband and we were Sharing this together. At 
seven the water broke and I had dilated a finger 
and a halt. I waa gi von something to go to 
sleep because it was felt that the baby would not 
be born until the following morning. At ll p.m. 
I awoke and still had dilated only a finger and 
a halt, by this time the medication had worn ott. 
Within the next halt hour I had fully dilated 
and by the time I was being taken to the eleva• 
tor the second stage of labor had begun. I was 
given a spinal the baby was delivered at 12:19. 
The entire experience was ver,- wonderful and I 
feel that I waa given the beat of care. I waa 
shown my baby immediatel7 and assured that 
everything was fine, my husband was waiting for 
me in my room when I returned trom the recovery 
room and we were again shown our child. The 
hospital was especially wonderful in helping 
with the nursing which I found to be a delight• 
tul and gratifying experience. Altogether 
we had then and have now the reeling that we 
are eagerly anticipating the arrival of number 
two when we decide that we are ready for a 
second oh,.ld. 
Labor pains came at 10 to 15 minutes apart start-
ing about 5 p.m. a.rri ved at the hospital at 5 :45• 
Labor pains were not as severe as I had anti• 
;s 
cipated. Brought to delivery room and baby was 
born at 8134 p.m. Entire care at the hospital 
was wonderful. Although I enjoyed the films 
I do not feel they were beneficial in as much 
as I was completely knocked out and didn't 
know a thing. The pains were mild except tor 
after the enema. 
I entered the hospital when my pains were 10 
minutes apart, rather strong and I was staining. 
This was around 11:15 a.m. Upon admission I 
undressed and several nurses in charge took mY 
temperature, blood pressure and heart beat. M7 
doctor arrived and examined me rectally he said 
that I was in mild labor. I was given an enema 
and three nurses were with me constantly timing 
my contractions. I was given medication and 
remember 'being in another room, my water break• 
ing and then a gas mask on my face, I delivered 
a b&DJ 'boy at 6a47 the same evening, I re-
mained in the hospital five days under very good 
care. 
I don•t remember much ot the day I delivered for 
when I went to the hoapi tal I was told I was 1n 
good labor. It was like a miracle. At 9 they 
gave me three pills an4 a needle, I felt nausea 
and very hot. Every 5 minutes I put my hand on 
my abdomen and felt co.ntraotiona(hard and then 
soft), the last time I saw tbe clock was 10 a.m. 
When I awoke at 6:;o they told me I had deliver-
ed a baby girl, and I couldn't believe it. Ita 
really like a miracle. The f1rat two weeks at 
home I had a nurse, but now I •m on my own and 
I love being a mother. 
I had no labor, delivered by emergency C•Sect1on 
for toxemia. No pain except from poat•opera• 
tive discomfort. Preceding events were head• 
ache, care excellent, surprised since I hadn't 
really counted on eclampsia. Was in attendance 
of husband, obstetrician, several assistants 
internist, and parents. 
My baby was born lOf hours after my first labor 
pain. The pains were beginning to became un• 
comfortable when medication was administered. 
They were never unbearable. I was not supposed 
to have had gas since I waa recovering from a 
cold, but the doctor said I fought so much 
under anesthesia that a spinal could not be 
given su.ccesstu.ll;r. My doctor seldom uaes spinals 
1mless the situation warrants them. I found the 
nurses most s.ttentlve and the hospital care ex• 
cellent. r assumed that the pains would start i'art-
hGr apart and this surprised lr;.e. 
Very sma 11 sl1owing on the 2)rd of F ebrU&ry but no 
pains next few days felt extremely tired as though 
I were gc:tng to 'lf<•''lnl trua te. 3 a.m. aftsr return• 
ing from a visit I was seized with pain, then I 
vomited v:i.o1.ently after 11f hour! tho pains beci.'Wle 
regular, five minutes apart. Prooeded to the 
hospital at ) a.,., .• when on arrival they s.rld that 
I was in strong labor. Baby born normally at 
9:38 rt.t1. The ni.U"ae '~laS with me :nest of tho time 
but I was not given too much medication on account 
of the nearness of birth and vonli. ting. I only re-
ceived general anesthesia, no pre-medication at 
all and the pain was se·vere, I would have liked 
more medication, also I wish I had learned to re• 
la~ during the pains. Yfuy, oh why: Do they have 
to stra~ you to the delivery table? I remember 
seeing he baby just after he was born and heard 
him cry. An hour a~ter delivery I was fully con-
scious and felt really wonderful. 'I'hree hours 
after I was out of bed and felt really strong. 
This lasted for a day, then I developed a head-
ache lasting 10 days. I was looked after well 
in the hospital, however I wanted to breast 
feed(I'm still doing so) but received no en-
couragement or advice beyond the merest ne• 
cesaities. ConsequentlJ, I developed sore nipples. 
I think I would have preferred a rooming - in 
arrangement. I was vezty surprised and I think 
that it should ee emphasized in class that the 
maternal instinct isn't immediately evoked after 
birth and m.any mothers may get the idea that they 
are unnatural. 
All of the mothera were able to recognize the on-
set of the first stage of labor~ All but one reported that 
the pain was much milder than they had anticipated. Most of 
them recalled the incidents during their labor in the hoa-
: pital with clarity. reporting in quite technical terms. All 
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All of the mothers reported sat1staot1on with the nurses and 
hospital as well. Two reported their care during labor better 
than their at'tercara. Seven ot the mothers reported they were 
very glad they had medication and said it was miraculous. One 
: moth~r expressed the desire to have more medication and one 
mother who had little medication was very glad it happened 
' that way. 
L.i!:NGTH OF LABORS OF DE1IVERE:O .MO'.FrlBRS 
~rime in hours Unusual Oceurence 
A. 5 hra. 20 min. Posterior head present-
ation very little meds. 
Awake all the time 
B. c. Section Toxemia with Eclampsia 
c! 12 hours. Pitocin induction 
D. 12 hours heavily medicated 
E• 4i hours No pre-medication 
Fe 5 hours heavily medicated 
G. 4t hours heavily medicated 
H. 7! hours heavily medicated 
I, 7 hours heavily medicated 
'J. 10 hours heavily medicated 
" 
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Due to the individuality of labor it ia difficult to 
summarize to any extent. All ot the mothers reported being 
well attended during labor and this was reassuring. The over 
all labor was 7.6 hours, which is ~ute short for primiparas. 
All of the mothers delivered healthy viable infants. One ot 
the remarks "the maternal instinct isn•t immediately evoked" 
was very interesting to the writer and perhaps a considera-
tion well worth investigating. 
Hurvitz and Berko describe how they handle 
discussions a8 they arise pertaining to attitudes o£ the 
mother to her infant. 
1 
Whereas questions in the previous area(attitudes of 
husbands during his wifets pregnancy) elicit gener-
al attitudes to parenthood. questions in this area 
are asked to gain more apeoli'ic expressions of feel-
ing toward an infant child ~1d to develop some in-
sight into the source of these feelings. Here an 
opportunity is offered to express the whole com• 
ple.x of positive and negative .feelins toward one•s 
infant and maturing child. The n®gative feelings 
are reguded as a natural part of motherhood: not 
as evidence that a woman 1s unfit 1.'or motherhood. 
In the discussion1 efforts are made to help the 
women understand that the attitudes they will have 
to their child will not arise fully developed or 
thought out tlpon the birth ot the child.- but that 
these attitudes have been developing through their 
own growing experiences. The discussion helps the 
women become aware of this in such a way that their 
experiences will not stand in the way of a oonstr• 
uetive relationship with their ohild.l 
Nathan Hurvitz, Ph.D. and Richattd p. Berko, ~~.D. "Group 
•• Counseling in Private Obstetric Practice," Obstetrics and 
GJAeoologz, (December 1960) PP• 726 - 727 
" 
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BABY CARE 
Questions asked in this area were to seek information 
regarding the respondents feelings of security in baby care 
and to discover some of the more troublesome aspects. The 
. responses of the delivered parents are as followaa 
Yea, I have found that with the knowledge gained 
through reading and courses plus the first few 
weeks ot "getting to know baby," I am totally se-
cure in caring for my child. 
Not right now, but I have a nurse so by next week I 
hope to teel secure. Since I just delivered every-
thing ia very new. 
Yea I feel secure in baby care. Nothing troubles me 
except sterilizing the bottles and getting up for the 
feedings in the wee hours. 
No aspect of baby care troubles me, I feel very secure 
in the care of my baby.· (M.D.) 
I have had a nurse tor three weeks and I have been "on 
my own" the past week while the nurse was here I parti-
cipated 1n all phases ot baby care so that I am now 
confident and handle the baby well. I find problema 
of judgment most troublesome, how to dresa him in 
different weather etc. 
Yea I feel secure in the mechanical care of the child. 
Understanding the social development as the baby de• 
velops monthly and learning his actions, cries, and 
what they mean and how best to deal with them et"fect-
ively with love. This is troublesome 1n terms of 
spoiling or frustrating a baby unnecessarily. Now I 
feel secure, the first six weeks were a nightmare. 
I do not feel too secure yet, but feel general in• 
formation at classes and speeifio information on 
holding, bathing very good to promote this feeling. 
I am afraid o:r not recognizing the unusual, pre-
lude to sickness, danger signs. 
Yes I feel secure because of things I learned 1n class 
and it" you are ever really perplexed you can refer to 
good old Dr. Spook. 
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I woald emphasize that no matter how many books you 
read, or classes you attend, if you haven't had very 
Irn.~oh to do with babies, you cannot possibly realize 
from these, what the first few weeks after birth 
will be like. 
The writer feels very strongly that the last 
mother•s response represents her own feelings about the value 
. of baby care during such classes. Some of the mechanical 
things can be demonstrated, but these come quite natural. 
The most troublesome aspects are meeting the needs of ones 
individual child. And needless to say each and every child 
represents different problema. Many of the parents stated 
that they felt baby care was inadequately covered in the 
series. However, only two reported having difficulty. Five 
of the mothers had delivered had nurses following the birth 
of their children •. 
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Cf!APTER V 
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS1 AND RECOMI·,;ENDATIONS 
This study waa developed to establish that the 
method by which parents classes are conducted will effect 
their outcome. In so doing the writer has compared the 
responses to certain specified parts of the questionnaire 
with regard to parents who attended a structured series 
and thoso who attended a semi-structured type series. In 
addition information was sought to evaluato the classes in 
general tn terms of most valuable material, superfluous 
i· 
1: 
material and other such general topics. This study in no ! 
way endeavors to ascertain e.ft'eotivenass of the series by 
evaluating specific details of class cvntent. 
Presently, parent education is accepted widely 
as an important aspect o£ prenatal care. If parents take 
their valuable time to attend such classes it is our 
responsibility as group leaders to assure them that trds 
time is well spent. 1; Parent satisfaction is the greatest 
I 
!! way o:r publiaizing parent education. This was shown in 
ii 
ii the returns o:t' this study• All but two or the parents 
II !: had been referred to classes by friends who had previously 
attended them. 
Fifteen parents were questioned. n Eight, who attend• !i 
ii ,, 
ed a sem!•atruotured series and seven who attended a struc-
tured series. Th• similarities of the group being they 
were expecting or had delivered their first child, were all 
college graduates. were in the same age group and were 
taught by the writer. 
The questionnaire was the tool used to collect the 
data. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following ooncluaiona are drawn from analysis 
of the data. 
Most ot the parents enjoyed parentu classes, 
thought them a worth while experience and would most oer• 
tainly reco~nend them to other expectant parents. 
The two parents who expressed d1ssat1sfaotion with 
the series attended the at:x-uatul"Gd group. 
Parents who attended the structured group stated 
that they felt they were too formal and did not invite 
group participation. 
Those who attended the discussion groups highly 
acclaimed them. 
A semi-structured type of parent education series 
seems most appropriate 1n a g~oup with such an educational 
backgroun4. 
The semt-struoture4 aeries discussion provide a 
setting and an opportunity for mutual discussion or quea-
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tiona and concerns parents have regarding pregnancy, child-
birth and parenthood. 
Group members realise that their feelings and atti• 
tudes about pregnancy and childbirth are not unique, but 
are also shared by others. A structured series does not 
invite such expressions or exchange of ideas. 
Through discussions wivee better understand their 
husbands• feelings about pregnancy and childbirth. 
Through discussions husbands better understand their 
wives• attitudes and behavior during her pregnancy, and 
frequently exchange ways of supporting them. 
Parents develop attitudes and concepts which help 
them adjust to their new child and formulate basic con-
cepts toward rearing a happy healthy family. 
Films are an excellent media for initiating dis-
cussions around such topics as labor and delivery and 
growth and development. 
At least two olaaa sessions should be devoted tg 
labor and delivery. 
Topics which were the least interesting due to fam• 
iliarity with the material werea anatomy and physiology, 
the course of pregnancy and nutrition. 
Parents want more practice in handling and bath• 
ing the baby. 
Lectures and discussions on breast feeding seemed 
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. . -_,_;::.·~=~"-t-.~'~'b~ at least of pa~ti;i·i;ri~~~~~c since eight o:r the de• r-
,, 
li 
'! livered mothers are breast feeding successfully. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a x-esult o:r this study it is recommended that: i: 
1. A similar study be undertaken with a group o:r parenta 
with less educational baokgrol.md to eva:!ua.te i:t 
their needs differ tram those o:r the educated group. 
2. A study could be conducted in Boston Hospitals to 
evaluate the ef:teotiveness of their classes re• 
lating to baby care. 
3• A study be dedicated to the evaluation of baby 
care lectures and demonstrations in a parent edu• 
cation series to determine what methods are most 
ef.fective and meaningful. It is the opinion or ,, 
the writer that this is an important consideration 
since it is felt that parents do not benefit great• 
ly .from discussions and demonstrations or child 
care before the birth of the child. The situation 
is not realistic enough to them at this time to be 
of value. It is felt that they are more ammendable 
to teaching in this area after the birth of the 
child, when application or teaching methods can be 
directed to their own child, not a doll or other 
such demonstration material. 
4• A study be done to determine it there is a com• 
45 
parative difference in the length of labor of 
mothGrs who have at~end~d expectant parent classes 
from those who have not attended such a series. 
5• That nurses generally encourage mothers who wish 
to breast feed and make it their responsibility 
to give them proper instruction and support. 
6. 'l'hat more facilities be provided .f'or patients in 
the Boston ~rea who wish to room•in with their 
child. 
7• That more cooperative planning b& initiated with 
private physicians to ascertain what teaching 
ahould be done by eaoh of the professional dis-
ciplines. 
8. 'l'h.at husbands and wives continue to be encouraged 
to attend a seriea together and that the taiTUl 
mothers classes be substituted by parents classes. 
In mar11 areas such classes are ortered to mothers 
only. 
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Dear Parentss 
Mar 15, 1961 
60 Thurston St. 
Providence, R~ I· 
As ! probably told you when I was teach-
ing your series, I am doing a study on the effective• 
ness of parents classes as my masters thesis. I am 
particulary interested in evaluating what is taught 
and how it is presented. I am sending you the in• 
closed questionnaire with the hope that you will find 
time to fill it in and return it to me. Be as brief 
or as verbose as you wish, I am interested in all your 
suggestions. Also, for the accuracy of the stUIY, 
it is necessary tor you to be as honest as possible 
in answering the questions. You need not sign your 
names to these questionnaires. 
Some of you, no doubt, have already de-
livered. You will find some reference in the ques• 
tionnaire as to your feelings about your hospital 
experience. I would be interested to know it you had 
any change in your opinion about the worth of the 
series atter delivery• 
I was hoping that I could visit with you 
at your home, in order to get the information ne-
cessary, however the unpredictability of pregnancy 
makes this 1mpoasible. I do appreciate your help in 
this project and anticipate a prompt return of data. 
Best of luck. 
51 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth H. Murphy 
n 
" 
SUE;5'1' IONNAIRS 
1. How did you hear about parent alaasea? 
2.. Have you ever been reaponsible for the oare of young 
children be.fore? 
Husbands 
Wi.fes 
3· What baby 1s this for you? 
4• Where and When will you deliver? 
5· Do you have a private doctor? 
6. Give a brief resume o.f your educational background. 
Husbands 
W1.fes 
1• Did you enjoy parents claasea 1 
8. Did you feel that the series waa long enough? 
Too long? 
9· What did you expect parents classes would be like? 
10. Did the classes meet your expectations? 
11. Did you already know saMe o.f the material presented? 
If so, what particularly? 
12. What books have you read on child care and pregnancy? 
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J.4. 
16. 
Did you enjoy the film on labor, did it upset you? 
What olass did you prefer? Check one. 
n 
II p 
___ Introduction, anatomy and Physiology, lj 
an~ diaoomr:rta 0~ r~egnancy II 
__ Ba...,y's Laye te Nu r ion il1 
_____ Labor and growth and Development films I 
and discussion 1 
---.Lahor and Delivery d ----~Baby's Daily Care 11 
___ Bab7ts First Year 
1 
Have you had a course 1n Anatomy and Physiology? 
Have you had much 1natruot1en about nutrition during 
pregnancy from your 4octor or his nurse! 
Have you had an7 instruction from y0 ur doctor con-
cerning the usual oourae of pregnancy, including 
discomforts and their treatment? 
What aspect et parents classes did you enjoy the 
moat. the least? 
Hueltandt 
W1.fe t 
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Please answer $18 through #23 it you not not al~ady de• 
livered. It you have deUvered, omit these and answer 
the remaining questions, and #22 and #23• 
Do you thtnk 7ou will become apprehensive when labor 
begins? 
20. Are you afraid et labor? Explain. 
21. Have your feelings about labor and eirth changed 
af'ter attend.1ng parents classes? It so, bow? 
22. Do you feel fairly secure 1n baby care? 
23. What aspect ef baay care troubles you the moat 
and why? 
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It you have alreadJ delivered, would you give a briet 
description ot the oourae ot labor, delive~ and 
hospital stay. In anawering please consider length 
ot labor, medication~ who was with you, severity 
ot pain, what happened at home just 'Detore you went 
to the hospital, your feelings about tbe care you 
received in the hospital during labor and atter the 
birth ot JOUP child.. In addition, I would be in• 
terested 1n knowing anr aspects ot your experience 
that were &Ul'priaing to you that should have been 
covered 1n olaaa. 
Would 7ou recolllllend expectant puoenta olaaaea to a 
friend? It no, wh7? 
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ONE PARENT'S REPONSE TO 
!!!~ gTTHI'!'!QM1R!! 
How did you hear about parent classes? 
il 
Through friends. 1: 
:I I 
,, 
'!4. 
I ~ 
:! 
Have you ever been responsible for the care of young 
children before? 
Husband a 
Wife: 
What baby is this for you? Our fi:rst 
Where and When will you deliver? I have alread7 de· 
livered at the Boston Ly•ing•In on April 17, 1961 
Yes ij 5· Do rou have a private doctor? 
:I I! 6. Give a brie.f resume ot your educational H.okgrotmd. 
'i 
I' 18 i! • 
;' 
~ I 
ii9. 
II 
tl 
II 
II 
II 
li 
'I 
:i 
i 
i! 10. 
II 1111. 
Husband# Ph.D in Astronomy (Princeton) 
Wife a BA in Phyaica & Chemistry 
University ot Toronto 
Did you enjoy parents classes? Yes 
Did you .feel that the aeries was long enough? Too long? 
About tne right length 
What did you expect parents olasses would be like? 
Hua&and: No preconceived idea on the class 
Wife: Had expected both demonstration and dis-
cussion o.f the layette. Had not expected so much detail 
on labor and delivery. Had not realized we would see 
films 
Did the classes me$t your expectations? Yes 
D14 you already know aame o.f the material p~sented? 
Some. If so, what particularly? 
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Wife: I nave never been directly responsible for 
care or young children • but have helped with small 
baoies • part1oulal'ly during one sununEn:o when I lived 
with a f'amil;r. !I 
II 1112. What books have you read on child care and pregnancy? 
'I 
:; 
li 
Childbirth without Fear, by Grantly Dick Read 1
1
·j· 
'Baby ana Ch!D Oare, by Dr. Banjamir1 Spook il il ll 
II 
d 
'I I, 
il 
il 1: j! 
i! ;I 
1;. Did you enjoy the £ilm on labor, did it upset you? 
We did fmjoy 1 t and 1 t did not upset either of us. 
14• What class did you prefer? Check one. 
Introduction, anatQmT and Physiology, 
----------and discomforts ot pregnancy. 
Babyta Lay•tte Nutrition 
-----Labor and Growth and Development films 
·-and d.iscWJsions 
wife x Labor and Dell very 
ht.is6ahi x-Jaey•e Dail7 Care 
Ball>y's Firat Year 
-------
II 
II 
1: 
I 
I 
I ,, 
!I 
'I 
i 
I 
ji 
,I 
'I 
II 
Have you had a course in Anatomy and Physiology? No. , 
Have :rou bad much 1n&tl'uct1on about nutl'1t1on dU1'1ng II 
pregnancy from your d.octox.a OF his nurse? Iio - but we 11 
,. had a pretty good idea what 1'oo4s wex-e necessary and 
11 il the doctor did give me a 1"ew general augsestions. 11 
!1,'117 • Have you had any instruction .from your doctor concern- I! 
ing the uaual course of pregnancy, including discomforts ii 
II and their trea t.ment? No. II 
II !I 
1
''!18. What aspect of parents clasaea 41d you enjoy the most? 1
1 the least? Certainly the two features of the classes il li that nre the most important t'or me were those on labor J 
1
1
1 and delivery- and bathing and changing the baby, the ~ 
latter being more imvortant from a father• s point of view . 
li t\'i.fe: I am a t.ll'*8 my d. eli very o1' tb.e baby was simplified I 
ii greatly as a result of your helpf'ul d1souss1ona. I had i 
il not realized the water could leak so slowly • it's a Jl 
If good thing you told me • tor I expected 1 t to come in a J 
i! rush. Also the baby was early( ten days before due date) I 
1! and my doctor had not disoussecl. anestheaia at all - for I 
he expected the baby to oome at least a week later. to 11 
add to the contusion my doctor was out ot town and the ;i 
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!Iii' and the baby was delivered b7 another doctor. (This ma7 .1~1 have 'been the reason he came to my :room seve!"al times .j 
: dunng the first· stage or labw - see question 24 • The II 
'I your frank d.1s·cussions we!"e invaluable to me. The hos• I! 
:1 pi tal procedure was slightly different from that you il 
1
· 11· described ... but this was not serious. However, it might 11 d be helpful to others to know that some hospitals do let li 
11 you take your own sui tease. " 
ii i: 
!! Please answer #18 through #23 if you have not already de• !J 
j! livered, omit these and answer the remaining questions, and ·1 
1 #22 and #23• 1 
1i I !i 19. Do you think you will become apprehensive when labor 1.,
1
. 
begins? 
.. I ii 
:1 I 
!! 1'1 
:1 20. Are you afraid of labor? Explain• 1: 
li ,J 
I i !! 21. 
ii 
I 
It 
Have yoUP feelings about labor and birth changed after 
attending p~ents classes? If so, how? 
Do you feel :fairly secure in baby care? 
Yea • especially now that my baby is nearly six 
weeks old - also we had the advantage of the help of 
a baby nurse from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. for 2 weeks after 
return from the hospital. 
What aspect ot baby C&!"8 troubles you the moat and why? 
How long we should al.low her to orry before .feeling 
something is really the matter. This troubles us less 
and less as we get to know our baby. 
If you have already delivered, would you give a brief 
description of the course of labor, delivery and hoapi• 
tal stay. In answering please consider length o.f labor, 
medication, who was with you, severity of pain, what 
happened at home just before you went to the hospital, 
your feelings about the care you received in the hospi-
tal during labor and after the birth of your child. In 
addition, I would be interested in lmowing any aspects 
of your experience that were surprising to you that 
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should have been covered in class. 
I 
! 
I woke up in the morning of April 17th to find my 1 
membttane leaking very slowly. After several conversa• I! 
ti ons with the d. oe tor, I went to the hos p1 tal t ott a II 
check-up .. although the doctor d1dn 't think the baby 11 
was coming as I. had no other symptoms. After a bi"ief !1 
examination at 4 p.m. the doctor deoided she really vtas :1 
coming. At this time I had a slight showing of blood and !
1
'! 
had previously had two very mild cramps s.t half hour 
1
j 
intervals. The nurse thea checked me in to D1Y room, 11 gave me an enema, shave etc. The doctor had ordered 
tour shots to be given to nhurJ:ty things uP" 'because of 
my ruptured membrane. However they gave me only one shot 
and by tive o'clock I was having contractions two minu• 
tea apart. By 6:30 p.m. the doctor came in again looked 
and said I was into the 2nd stage of labor. They took 
me to the delivery room directly and Carolyn was born 1 
at Ball p.m. Medication: The nurse gave me ene shot II 
While I was still in my room. Then in the delivery roam 
I had two more shots which made me quite 0 groggyu and 
finally I had a little gas for the delivery. However. 
I was sufficiently awake to hear the doctor tell me I 
had a daughter shortly after her birth and by 9:45 I 
was ride awake. By one o to lock I was on my teet. 
Allan (my husband) was with me in my room until 6&30 I 
when I went to the deliveey room. The dootor came in 2 j 
or 3 times between 5 and 6130. Also nurses were in and 1 
out - I was scarcely ever alone. Then when I came down• j 
stairs from the recovei"y room they showed me my daughter. 
Would you recommend expectant parents classes to a friend? I 
If no, why? Ye, definitely. 
I had toast ana tea w1 th Allan at ll o • clock. 'I' he 
whole process was unusually fast, I think • for the 
doctor told me at 4 otclook it would be about 10-12 
hrs. Also I had expeeted the pain might be more severe 
than it was - but here ag1n I must ba ve been extreme-
ly lucky. I spent a week 1n the hospital- several 
days more than usual because I was anxious to be wall 
started with my breast•fee41ng. Thanks to your brief 
discussion, the support or my obstetrician and pedia-
trician, the help of the "Nurse~ Nuraea" and finally 
the help of a good baby nurse at home, I am still 
nursing my baby. 
-" ····~ -----~- ------~--~--~ -~- . 
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